Introducing...

KATE WOLF

Kate Wolf is a coach, author, speaker and the founder of Spirited Business. As a catalyst for
creative self-expression, Kate helps highly sensitive entrepreneurs to stop bowing at the
altar of What Other People Think and to dare to share their own unique voice. Her lovingly
crafted body of work supports business owners to become wildly successful, in ways that
allow them to burn bright, not out.
Kate is a captivating and engaging speaker, with the ability to deeply resonate with
audiences through the power of story – and through daring to share her own wild,
vulnerable, authentic voice. Kate's clients lovingly call her 'the story doula' - she weaves
together her unique gifts of deep intuition, storytelling magic and the practical ability to
bring an idea through into communicable form, helping brilliantly sensitive business-owners
turn bland or confusing messaging into brands that beam with personality.
Kate is a stand for speaking from the heart, with clarity, purpose and concision. Kate shares
her wisdom within her community, Highly Sensitive Wildly Successful, a haven for highly
sensitive women, with over 650 members. She supports business-owners through her
signature coaching programmes, including StorySchool – a 5 week primer to finding and
sharing your authentic story and Mesmerise – a year-long mastermind / adventure into
business growth. Kate is available for podcast appearances, summits, speaking opportunities
both in-person and online and other collaborative projects.
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Kate is available to speak on:
The Creativity Cycle.
Moving through the Fear of putting
your head above the parapet.
Discovering YOUR Wild Voice - the part
of you that is wild and untamed.
Self Care for Highly Sensitive
Entrepreneurs - burn BRIGHT, not out.
Mesmerising Messaging - how to shine
your quirky light, so those that need
you, can find you.

When you share from your Wild
Voice, you change the world...
Interested? Get in touch to
book Kate on your stage,
summit or podcast!
Contact Team Wolf via email:
care@katewolf.global

Connect with Kate online:
www.katewolf.global

